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Pregled mladinskih književnosti
jugoslovanskih narodov, 1945-1968 - Zlata
Cognard 1980

Pet godina Narodnog sveučilišta Trešnjevka
1954-1959 - Zagreb. Narodno sveučilište
Trešnjevka 1959

Suvremeno hrvatsko pjesništvo - Ante Stamać
1988

Leksikon hrvatske književnosti - Vlaho
Bogišić 1998

Cats of Copenhagen - James Joyce 2012-10-16
The first-ever U.S. edition of this delightful gem
based on a letter Joyce wrote to his grandson,
revealing the modernist master’s playful
side—filled with one-of-a-kind illustrations—the
perfect gift for Joyce fans and cat lovers alike.
The Cats of Copenhagen was first written for
James Joyce’s most beloved audience, his only
grandson, Stephen James Joyce, and sent in a
letter dated September 5, 1936. Cats were
clearly a common currency between Joyce and
his grandson. In early August 1936, Joyce sent
Stephen “a little cat filled with sweets”—a kind
of Trojan cat meant to outwit grown-ups. A few
weeks later, Joyce penned a letter from
Copenhagen that begins “Alas! I cannot send
you a Copenhagen cat because there are no cats
in Copenhagen.” The letter reveals the
modernist master at his most playful, yet Joyce’s
Copenhagen has a keen, anti-authoritarian
quality that transcends the mere whimsy of a
children’s story. Only recently rediscovered, this
marks the inaugural U.S. publication of The Cats
of Copenhagen, a treasure for readers of all
ages. A rare addition to Joyce’s known body of
work, it is a joy to see this exquisite story in
print at last.
Pregled hrvatske dječje književnosti - Stjepan
Hranjec 2006
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Katalog - 1987
Bibliografija knjiga tiskanih u SR Hrvatskoj
- 1993
Sodobnost - 1983
Bibliografija Jugoslavije - 1985
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The Return of Philip Latinowicz - Miroslav Krleža
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into spring, a new generation of seal pups comes
to life. A few weeks later, the killing begins.
Against a spectacular backdrop of ice and snow,
Helen prepares to look horrific human cruelty in
the face. I do not doubt I have a big heart and
burning desire, but is that enough for a person
to become a Rainbow Warrior, or is there
something better? Something only some of us
manage to turn into what we have long missedhumanity. In the race against time and clubs,
will Helen save Danny before the hunt begins
and the ice turns red? Though written for
younger readers, Look for Me Under the
Rainbow will appeal to anyone who cherishes
our beautiful planet and wishes to protect its
treasures. Buy this book by Bernard Jan, the
author of A World Without Color, and experience
another emotional journey.
Matica - 1973

Brücke - 1998
Vol. for 1989 is an index of issues published
1966-1988.
Katalog knjiga jugoslovenskih izdavača - 1987
Hrvatska književnost u godini 1977 - Petar
Šarac 1979
Croatica u godini 1972 - Ana Stojević 1978
Kolo Matice hrvatske - 1996
Croatica - 1973
Sadovodstvo i vinogradarstvo Moldavii - 1986
Библиографија Југославије - 1974
Marulić - 2000

Suvremena hrvatska dječja poezija - Ivo Zalar
1979

Vinkovačka čitaonica i knjižnica i kulturnopolitička dinamika grada i kraja - Bogdan
Mesinger 1976

Hrvatska bibliografija - 1999
Kaj - 1976
Dubrovnik - 1998
Hrvatski dječji pisci: Krunoslav Kuten. Zlata
Kolarić-Kišur. Grigor Vitez. Stjepan Jakševac.
Ratko Zvrko. Mladen Bjazić. Stanislav Femenić Ivo Zalar 1991

Hrvatska književnost u godini 1975 - Jasan
Ručević 1978
Leksikon hrvatskoga jezika i književnosti - Marko
Samardžija 2001

Look for Me Under the Rainbow - 2018-05-09
Sometimes all you need is a big heart and
burning desire. Danny, a curious harp seal pup,
has soft white fur and black innocent eyes.
Helen is an environmentalist and member of a
young activist crew of the Rainbow Warriors.
Their mission is to save animals. As winter turns

Bibliografija rasprava, članaka i književnih
radova u časopisima SR Hrvatske - 1980
Strah u Ulici lipa - Milivoj Matošec 1989
VUS, Vjesnik u srijedu - 1977
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